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Inside The Wide World Of Sports Law
Hartford blogger gives attorneys, fans more than the score
By DEREK PILKERTON
n Natick, Mass., in the heart of Red Sox
Nation, you don’t become a sports fan,
you’re born one. That’s where attorney Dan
Fitzgerald gets his love of the game, which
eventually merged with his professional
career.
He’s an associate at Updike, Kelly &
Spellacy in Hartford as well as the author of
the Connecticut Sports Law blog, which he
launched in March. In Fitzgerald’s words,
the web site, at http://ctsportslaw.com,
“covers the intersection between sports and
the law.”
And so visitors won’t find scores of last
night’s games or the latest trade rumors.
Instead, for example, postings explain
how professional soccer teams can “loan”
each other players, such as U.S. teen star
Freddy Adu; analyze the settlement of a
lawsuit in Seattle involving the departure
of the city’s professional basketball team
to Oklahoma City; and detail a claim filed
by parents of a 14-year-old baseball player
severely injured by a ball rocketing off a
metal bat.
Of course, coverage of off-the-field
developments in sports has become
increasingly popular, as anyone who has
followed baseball’s steroid controversy
knows.
“People want to know about contracts,
the operations of the NCAA, colleges and
professional sports teams,” said Fitzgerald.
“Connecticut Sports Law is aimed at everyone who is interested in sports and the
legal issues that arise.”
Why were the New England Patriots suing
a season ticket holder and what did it mean
for fans in other sports? Why was a University
of New Hampshire quarterback barred from
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Hartford attorney Dan Fitzgerald is a big University of Connecticut and Boston Red
Sox fan who also practices sports and entertainment law.

working out for pro scouts at Boston College?
The Connecticut Sports Law had the scoop
on what Fitzgerald describes as two of his
most well-received stories.
So far, Fitzgerald has authored most of
the entries. But, he added, “I do solicit guest
writers who might have a expertise in an
area that I’m unfamiliar with.”
Unique Perspective
Fitzgerald’s unique vantage point as a
lawyer and a fan enable him to opine intelligently on subjects such as the convoluted
rules and regulations of the NCAA, the governing body of college sports. Fitzgerald
recently noted Notre Dame’s decision to
hire an Indianapolis sports attorney as the
university’s athletic Director. In his blog, he
wrote that “an attorney can offer the athletic director’s position a perspective and
level of expertise that not all administrators
can provide.”

Fitzgerald’s fascination with sports law is
not simply a leisure pursuit. His web site bio
describes his practice as including sports
and entertainment law, litigation and insurance. He has spent time working with student-athletes who are considering appealing
NCAA eligibility determinations and is the
chair of the Sports and Entertainment section of the Connecticut Bar Association.
The lifelong Red Sox fan believes that
there is a market for sports law practices in
Connecticut. While the state has no teams
in the four major professional sports, it
does have 19 colleges with NCAA programs, a women’s professional basketball
team, minor league baseball and hockey
franchises, the Travelers Championship golf
tournament, the Pilot Pen tennis tournament, and a host of smaller sporting events.
With a central location between the
sports meccas of Boston and New York,
Fitzgerald said that Connecticut attorneys
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can easily find a niche in the broadening
field of sports law. He noted, for example,
that expertise in such mainstream legal
areas as contract law can easily be adapted
to the sports world.
Watching SportsCenter
As for the blog, Fitzgerald gets many of
his ideas for postings by simply paying
attention to the news that every sports fan
watches. But instead of casually viewing the
15-second blurb about a coach’s wrongful
termination suit on ESPN’s SportsCenter,
he digs deeper into the issues and puts his
own experience and expertise to work.
Nowhere was this enthusiasm for digging
deeper more evident than in his numerous
posts concerning negotiations for a series of
football games between Notre Dame and
the University of Connecticut. Fitzgerald,

who briefly played football for Bentley
College, near Boston, before transferring to
Fairfield University, is a huge UConn fan
and a football season ticket holder.
In a March posting on the football negotiations on Connecticut Sports Law, Fitzgerald
displayed his fan’s perspective and breezy
writing style. “Notre Dame, however, insists
upon a minor condition before agreeing to a
series with UConn. UConn is more than welcome to play in South Bend, in the shadow of
the Golden Dome and Touchdown Jesus; but
Notre Dame will not visit Rentschler Field [in
East Hartford] and the packed house that
would have awaited the Fighting Irish.”
He went on to explain that the games
would be played at either Gillette Stadium
in Foxboro, Mass., or at Giants Stadium in
New Jersey, because Notre Dame likes to
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play in major metro areas to better serve its
nationwide following. He also discussed
possible attempts by the Connecticut legislature to investigate the deal and pondered
the potential financial loss to the region if
Connecticut diverts home games elsewhere.
In a nutshell, that’s Connecticut Sports
Law. It has enough nuance to satisfy
lawyers, but is also accessible to anyone who
wants to know more about off-field developments that take place in courtrooms, corporate boardrooms and team front offices.
“The feedback has mostly come from
nonlawyers who work in a sports-related
field or just have a real interest in the business and law of sports,” Fitzgerald said. “I’ve
received some positive feedback from college and university athletic administrators
■
as well.”
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